Objective: The study aims to develop an automatic sleep scoring method by fusing different polysomnography (PSG) signals and further to investigate PSG signals' contribution to the scoring result. Methods: Eight combinations of four modalities of PSG signals, namely electroencephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram (EOG), electromyogram (EMG), and electrocardiogram (ECG) were considered to find the optimal fusion of PSG signals. A total of 232 features, covering statistical characters, frequency characters, time-frequency characters, fractal characters, entropy characters and nonlinear characters, were derived from these PSG signals. To select the optimal features for each signal fusion, four widely used feature selection methods were compared. At the classification stage, five different classifiers were employed to evaluate the validity of the features and to classify sleep stages. Results: For the database in the present study, the best classifier, random forest, realized the optimal consistency of 86.24% with the sleep macrostructures scored by the technologists trained at the Sleep Center. The optimal accuracy was achieved by fusing four modalities of PSG signals. Specifically, the top twelve features in the optimal feature set were respectively EEG features named zero-crossings, spectral edge, relative power spectral of theta, Petrosian fractal dimension, approximate entropy, permutation entropy and spectral entropy, and EOG features named spectral edge, approximate entropy, permutation entropy and spectral entropy, and the mutual information between EEG and submental EMG. In addition, ECG features (e.g. Petrosian fractal dimension, zero-crossings, mean value of R amplitude and permutation entropy) were useful for the discrimination among W, S1 and R. Conclusions: Through exploring the different fusions of multi-modality signals, the present study concluded that the multi-modality of PSG signals' fusion contributed to higher accuracy, and the optimal feature set was a fusion of multiple types of features. Besides, compared with manual scoring, the proposed automatic scoring methods were cost-effective, which would alleviate the burden of the physicians, speed up sleep scoring, and expedite sleep research.
Introduction
Sleep covers almost one-third of the human lifespan [1] . Adequate and high-quality sleep is vital to our physical and mental A golden tool for quantitatively assessing sleep is PSG test that records simultaneously tens of physiological signals containing EEG, EOG, EMG, ECG, etc. Generally, according to the rules of Rechtschaffen & Kales (R&K) [3] and the recently updated American Academy of Sleep Medicine rules (AASM) [7] , these PSG recordings are scored mutually by at least one registered sleep technologist (RST) to get the sequence of sleep stages. However, the manual scoring process is rather time-consuming [8] and subjective to some extent [9, 10] . By contrast, automatic sleep scoring has shown advantages of cost-effective and preferable scoring performance. According to signal types employed in previous researches, these scoring methods can be divided into two categories, single-modality processing and multi-modality processing.
Single-modality scoring methods mainly based on EEG since EEG signals contained valuable and interpretable information resembling brain activities. Ş en et al. [11] extracted 41 parameters from channel C3-A2 achieving a classification accuracy of 97.03%, which was fairly high among other related studies. However, as Diykh et al. [12] claimed, it was challenging to achieve such high accuracy. Instead of traditional linear features, Liang et al. [13] employed multiscale entropy and autoregressive models for single-channel EEG and obtained a good performance. Another new attempt appeared in Dimitriadis and his colleagues' study [14] , in which sleep stages were evaluated by calculating cross-frequency coupling of predefined frequency pairs. In addition, to improve the performance of automatic sleep scoring, multiple EEG channels were investigated in existing studies. By fusing joint collaborative representation and joint sparse representation algorithms [15] , a two-stage multi-view learning algorithm was constructed achieving a mean scoring accuracy of 81.10 ± 0.15%.
According to the R&K rules, multi-modality of signals (such as EEG, EOG and EMG) were required for technologists to score sleep stages. Therefore, numerous studies considered multiple PSG signals. In Estrada et al.'s research [16] , it concluded that EOG and EMG served as an important switching index of different sleep stages. In addition, using EEG, EMG and EOG recordings of five healthy subjects, Özş en [17] developed five different artificial neural network architectures to train each sleep stage separately. This separation of training procedure exhibited its superiority as Özş en claimed. Similarly, the multiple classifiers were used in Zhang and his colleagues' study [18] which achieved a high accuracy of 91.31%.
In previous studies, ECG signals, as vital physiological measures, were mainly used in home sleep monitoring systems [19] [20] [21] . To our knowledge, very limited articles explored it together with EEG, EOG and EMG in automatic sleep scoring algorithms. Iň Sušmáková and Krakovská's study [22] , ECG was considered to be negligible compared with EEG, EOG and EMG. By extracting 74 measures from the signals of EEG, EMG, EOG and ECG, Krakovská and Mezeiová [23] found the ECG feature named zerocrossing rate performed well in automatic sleep scoring, but was still inferior to those from the other three signals. Whereas, four distance-based ECG features, related to the similarity of a baseline ECG epoch to the rest of epochs, were considered important in Gharbali et al.'s study [24] . Therefore, new evidence is needed to clear the PSG signals' contribution to automatic sleep scoring.
Based on the above issues, the present study aims to develop a multi-modality sleep scoring method and to detect PSG signals' contribution to sleep scoring. Besides, different feature selectors and classifiers are compared to provide a reference for future studies in this area. The main contributions of this work are presented as following: Table 1 Distribution of sleep stages on dataset. W  R  S1  S2  S3  S4  Total   Number of epochs  449  1405  280  2162  570  1181  6047 1 Developing an automatic sleep scoring method by fusing four modalities of PSG signals, 2 Analyzing four types of PSG signals' contribution to distinguishing sleep stages, 3 Comparing the performance of different signals' fusions in sleep scoring, 4 Evaluating the discrimination ability of the optimal features selected from different signals' fusions, 5 Assessing the effect of different feature selectors and classifiers.
Sleep stages
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the details of experimental data and methodology of this study, together with a brief description of feature selection methods and classifiers employed in this study. Section 3 demonstrates the performance of proposed method, different feature selectors and classifiers. Section 4 provides discussions of results and limitations of this study. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusions of this paper.
Methodology

Data description
All-night PSG sleep recordings were provided by PhysioBank [25] (The CAP Sleep Database [26] ). The CAP Sleep Database was a collection of 108 polysomnographic recordings registered at the Sleep Disorders Center of the Ospedale Maggiore of Parma, Italy, which included EEG channels, EOG channels, submental EMG channel and other electrophysiological signals. A detailed description and definition of CAP Sleep Database was given in Terzano et al.' s study [27] . In the present study, four types of PSG signals (EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG) were required. However, these measurements were not contained in each recording of the database. Given that, a total number of 6 healthy subjects that contained requisite four types of PSG signals were selected. The total duration of all recordings combined was 50 h, 33 min and 30 s with 8.5 h' average sleep time for each subject. The age of subjects ranged from 23 to 37 years, with a mean of 32 years and a standard deviation of 5.4 years.
For each overnight sleep recording, a traditional hypnogram followed the R&K rules was available, which represented the manual classification of sleep stages by the experts on 30 s non-overlapping segments. The hypnograms were used as a reference to evaluate automatic classification results. For each subject, the following four modalities of signals were analyzed: one EEG channel (C4, referred to the left mastoids A1 following the 10-20 international electrode placement system), one relative EOG channel (ROC, referred to LOC), one submental EMG channel and one ECG channel.
All signals were sampled or resampled to 512 Hz. In order to remove noise and artifacts, a notch filter at 50 Hz, a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.3 Hz and a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 30 Hz were applied to the signals of EEG, EOG and ECG [26] . In terms of EMG, a notch filter at 50 Hz, a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz and a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 75 Hz were performed [22] . Afterwards, all the signals were divided into 30-second epochs, each epoch corresponding to a single sleep stage in hypnogram. Table 1 presented the distribution of sleep stages in the present data set. 
Methodology and algorithm description
A total of 232 features from 7 different categories (time, frequency, time-frequency, fractal, entropy, nonlinearity and mutual-based features) are extracted in the feature extraction phase. The following section introduces the details of feature extraction methods. All the features and their corresponding origins are listed in Tables 2-5.
Time domain features
Statistical parameters, containing minimum value (minV), maximum value (maxV), standard deviation (SD), arithmetic mean (Mean), variance, skewness, kurtosis and median are derived from the segments of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG. These statistical parameters are good indicators of the amplitude and distribution of time series. Details of these computations can be found in Ş en et al.'s research [11] .
Hjorth parameters (i.e., activity, mobility and complexity) are often used in the analysis of EEG signals [28] . In this article, they are derived from the segments of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG.Hjorth activity:
Hjorth mobility:
Hjorth complexity:
where 0 , 1 and 2 respectively denote the standard value of time series x n , its first derivativeẋ n , and its second derivativeẍ n . AR coefficients, encoding a signal into several coefficients, are capable of undermining time-domain dynamics of signals which cannot be revealed by other features [29] . The following equation illustrates an AR model.
where x (n) is a time series, a i denoting AR coefficients, and e (n) indicates prediction error. In the present study, only the first three coefficients were considered. Zero-crossings is a time-based feature widely used in electronics, mathematics, image processing and signal processing [11] . Zerocrossings is an indicator of signal's noise ratio.
Percentile analysis provides information about the distribution of signal's amplitude, which is helpful to the discernment of sleep stages. The 5 th , 25 th , 50 th , 75 th and 95 th percentiles of signal's amplitude are calculated in this study. [22] .
Spectral edge is defined as the frequency corresponding to 90% of the total spectral power [30] :
where f min is 0.3 Hz in terms of EEG, EOG and ECG, and 10 Hz in EMG.
Absolute and relative spectral power are obtained from four frequency bands of EEG, namely, 0.3-4 Hz (delta), 4-8 Hz (theta), 8-16 Hz (alpha) and 16-30 Hz (beta). Here, maximum overlap discrete wavelet is employed to decompose EEG signals. Afterwards, power spectral density is calculated within each frequency band. Then the relative spectral power is defined as the ratio of spectral power within the specific frequency band to the total spectral power. The total spectral powers of EEG, EOG and ECG signals are computed within the range of 0.3-30 Hz. Whereas, the total spectral power of EMG is calculated within the range of 10-30 Hz.
Power ratios are computed based on relative spectral powers in aforementioned frequency bands. The following power ratios are computed: delta/theta, delta/alpha, delta/beta, theta/alpha, theta/beta, alpha/beta, alpha/(theta + delta), delta/(theta + alpha) and theta/(beta + delta).
Nonlinear-based features
Energy is deemed as a reliable indicator to discern different activities of sleep stages [11] . It is defined as,
x (n) 2 (7) where x (n) is time series, and N denotes the length of time series. Mean teager energy (MTE) is a non-linear operator that can effectively track the energy of signals. It can be derived by the following formula [31] ,
where x (n) is time series, and N denotes the length of time series. Mean curve length (MCL) was proposed by Esteller et al. [32] to provide an estimation of Katz fractal dimension. It is widely used in the identification of EEG signals' activities [11] . MCL is defined as
where x (n) is time series, N denoting the length of time series, and k is the last sample in the epoch. Hurst exponent is used in time series analysis to present nonstationary or antistatic signal states observed in sleep [33] . It is defined as
where T is the duration of the time series, R/S the value of rescaled range, R the difference between maximal and minimal "accumulated" values, and S is the standard deviation of observed series x (n) [34] .
Fractal feature
Fractal dimension is a chaotic parameter elucidating the complexity of signals. Petrosian fractal dimension (PFD) facilitates the rapid calculation of fractal dimension [11] . The rapid calculation is achieved through transforming the signal into a binary sequence. It can be estimated by the following formula, PFD = log 10 N/ log 10 N + log 10 N/ (N + 0.4N ) (11) where N is the length of time series, and N is the number of sign changes in the signal derivative.
Entropy-based features
Approximate entropy (ApEn) is a measure used to quantify the unpredictability or randomness of signals. It has been reported that the mean value of approximate entropy changed significantly with different sleep stages [33] .
Permutation entropy (Pen) is a complexity measure of time series based on comparing neighboring values [11] . More details of this measure can be found in Liu and Wang's study [35] .
Spectral entropy is computed based on the relative power spectral density P ref [22] . It is defined as
where N is the length of time series, and f min is set as 0.3 Hz in terms of EEG, EOG and ECG signals, and 10 Hz of EMG.
Mutual-based features
To evaluate the relationship between two signals, the spectral coherence and phase angle are computed between every two epochs from four modalities of signals. To elaborate frequency bands, aforementioned four frequency bands (0.3-4 Hz, 4-8 Hz, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Hz and 16-30 Hz) are further divided as following: 0.3-2 Hz, 2-4 Hz, 4-6 Hz, 6-8 Hz, 8-10 Hz, 10-12 Hz, 12-14 Hz, 14-16 Hz and 16-30 Hz. For EMG signals, spectral measures are only computed in frequency bands higher than 10 Hz because a high-pass filter is used in the pre-processing stage. More details about coherence and phase angle can be found inŠušmákovác and Krakovská's study [22] .
Mutual information that measures the mutual dependence of two variables is derived from the signals of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG. It is calculated based on marginal entropy and joint entropy of two variables. The definition of mutual information can be found inŠušmákovác and Krakovská's study [22] .
Heart-beat related features
To extract heartbeat-related features, RR intervals (RRI, the time interval between consecutive heartbeats or R peaks) are required. In order to highlight R wave, the median filters of 200 ms and 600 ms are used to ECG epochs successively. In the present study, Pan and Tompkins' QRS detector [36] is employed to locate R peaks. Then, the amplitude of R waves, heart rates, RR intervals and the change of RR intervals are calculated. A total of 37 features are extracted from ECG segments, a detailed description of these measures which can be found in Noviyanto et al.'s study [37] .
Feature normalization and selection
Feature normalization
After all features extracted, a feature set, with the dimension of 6047 × 232 for four modalities of PSG signals' fusion, is achieved. In order to balance numerical ranges and to avoid numerical difficul-ties in classification, each feature is separately normalized to [0, 1] by the following formula, p i,j = p i,j − min p :,j / max p :,j − min p :,j (13) where p j denotes a vector of each independent feature, and p i,j is an element in the j th feature vector.
Feature selection methods
Feature selection is a process of selecting an effective subset from canonical features to reduce dimension, shorten training time and simplify learning model. Feature selection methods are highly dependent on their defined objective function that heavily influences selection results. Therefore, to find the most discriminative features, four different feature selectors are considered in the present article. The employed feature selectors are Reli-efF algorithm, improved distance-based evaluation methods (IDE), genetic algorithms (GA) and forward selection process (FSP). A brief description of these methods is provided below.
ReliefF is a supervised feature-weighting algorithm of the filter model that searches for the nearest neighbors of instances from different classes. ReliefF weights features according to how well they differentiate instances of different classes [38] . ReliefF is robust and also able to deal with incomplete and noisy data [39] . Therefore, ReliefF, as a widely used feature selector in the multi-modality analysis, is employed as a prime selector in the present study.
Improved distance-based evaluation methods (IDE) was developed by Lei et al. [40] . The method is especially useful in feature selection for the purpose of classification. It grades features between [0, 1] in where a higher value indicates a higher discriminative capability. The discriminative feature set can be selected by setting a threshold for graded results. IDE method has the advantage of simplicity and reliability as other distance-based feature selectors.
Genetic algorithms (GA) is a population-based technique. Instead of single potential solutions, it uses a population of potential solutions. That strategy is particularly suitable for multi-objective optimization. GA has motivated an increasing number of applications in engineering and related fields due to its capability of finding global optima and solving discontinuity and noise problems [41] .
Forward selection process (FSP) is the simplest method among sequential strategies. It is a greedy search algorithm that determines iteratively the effective feature subset by adding one feature per iteration, on the condition that the newly added feature increases the value of objective function [42] . Once the termination condition is satisfied, the selected number of features, which reaches the lowest error at the first time, will be chosen as the dimension of optimal features set [43] . The main drawback of the sequential approach is that it gravitates toward local minima due to the inability to re-evaluate the effectiveness of features. Once a feature is added or discarded from the final set of features, the results would be irreversible.
Classification
In order to capture characters of sleep stages and to predict new instances, five different classifiers are employed, namely k-nearest neighbor classifier (KNN), binary decision tree (BDT), naive Bayes (NB), random forest (RF) and support vector machine (SVM). Their performances are compared to ascertain the optimal classifier for automatic sleep scoring. Introduction of these classifiers is given in the following.
K-nearest neighbor classifier (KNN) is a nonparametric classification approach. It has been pervasively used in the fields of science and engineering as a benchmark classifier due to its robust performance [18] . An instance is classified based on the majority votes of its closest training neighbors. The number of closest training neighbors k is crucial for classification results. Generally, the increasing of k value would attenuate the noise effect in the classification, whereas it would also obscure the boundaries between classes. In the present study, different k values are examined. It turns out k = 5 is the best choice. A peculiarity of the KNN algorithm is its sensitivity to the local structure of data, especially when the class distribution is skewed.
Binary decision tree (BDT) is a decision-support tool that used a tree-like graph or model of decisions. It takes booleans as inputs and produces booleans as output. Due to its simplicity and ease of understanding, BDT is widely used in classification, data mining and machine learning [44] . It adopts multi-stages or consecutive approaches in the classification procedure. Trees are generated at the first stage of classification. At the second stage, the test sample is discriminated from the root node to the child node with higher probability. The process is recursively executed until the sample is assigned to the leaf node corresponding to a specific category. The defect of the BDT algorithm is that it is sensitive to noise.
Naive Bayes (NB) is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem (from Bayesian statistics) with strong (naive) independence assumptions between features. It assumes that the presence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence (or absence) of any other feature [45] . Naive Bayes classifier is highly scalable, which requires a linear relationship between the number of instances and the number features. Maximumlikelihood training, one of the probability model of Naive Bayes classifiers, evaluates a closed-form expression that requires linear time, rather than expensive iterative approximation used in other classifiers. An advantage of NB is that it requires only a small number of training data to weight the importance of parameters in classification.
Random forest (RF) is an ensemble learning method for classification. It constructs a multitude of trees at the training period, and the final classification results achieved by the most votes in the forest [1] . The training algorithm of random forest applies the general technique of bootstrap aggregating which selects random instances with replacement from the training set. The bootstrapping procedure ensures that even though a single tree's decision is highly sensitive to noise, the average decision of multiple trees would not be influenced, as long as these trees are not correlated.
Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised method with associated learning algorithms [46] . Generally, SVM implicitly constructs a hyperplane or a set of hyperplanes in a high-or infinitedimensional space for its inputs in terms of kernel function. A satisfactory separation is often achieved in the hyperplane with the largest distance to the nearest training data point (so-called functional margin). The distance of functional margin negatively correlates with classifier's error rate. Compared with other types of tree algorithms, SVM is capable of classifying complicated problems via different kernels. The main advantage of SVM is its predominant generalization capability in statistical learning.
Performance assessment
For a given set of features, the following 10-fold cross-validation procedure was performed: All assessment indexes were calculated based on the total results of 10-fold cross-validation. The following indexes used to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods.
Accuracy which indicates the fraction of the total number of correct detections in the sleep scoring. It is defined as,
where, TP, TN, FP and FN respectively denote true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives [11] . Sensitivity which represents the fraction of positive epochs that are correctly identified by the algorithm [11] .
Specificity which denotes the fraction of corresponding negative epochs being correctly rejected [11] .
Positive predictive value which is the fraction of correct detections of positive epochs with respect to the total number of positive epochs [11] .
As described above, a total of 232 features were extracted from the signals of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG. After normalization, these features were fed into four different feature selectors in order to pick out discriminative features. Section 3.1 compared the performance of different feature selectors. In Section 3.2, five different classifiers were compared to ascertain the optimal one for automatic sleep scoring. In Section 3.3, different signals' fusions were compared to explore PSG signals' contribution and to highlight discriminative features of different signals' fusions. Detailed comparative analysis was provided below.
Performance evaluation of different feature selectors
In order to determine the effective feature selector, a grid search was carried out in terms of the results obtained from four feature selectors (ReliefF, IDE, GA and FSP). The features, selected by feature selectors, were fed into RF classifier one by one to evaluate its capability of distinguishing sleep stages. The top twelve outcomes and its corresponding classification accuracy were displayed in Fig. 1 . As Fig. 1 described, the EOG feature named spectral edge (P: 80; Acc.: 55.88%) achieved the highest accuracy that indicated its outstanding capability of distinguishing sleep stages. The comparison results (showed in Fig. 1 ) demonstrated that the optimal feature set was obtained by ReliefF, since its elements showed higher discriminative accuracy than those from other selectors. The top twelve features in the optimal feature set were respectively EEG features named zero-crossings, spectral edge, relative power spectral of theta, Petrosian fractal dimension, approximate entropy, permutation entropy and spectral entropy, and EOG features named spectral edge, approximate entropy, permutation entropy and spectral entropy, and the mutual information between EEG and submental EMG. The fact that most of discriminative features were generated from EEG and EOG signals revealed its indispensable role in automatic sleep scoring. Fig. 2 showed the mean classification accuracy of 10-fold crossvalidation corresponding to the numbers of features from four feature selectors. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , the automatic sleep analysis required at least four or five features. Meanwhile, an increasing number of features would contribute to classification accuracy. Fig. 2 also revealed that GA, SFP and ReliefF achieved a higher classification accuracy at the initial phase that meant they could select the most discriminative features in the first several steps. However, GA and SFP showed a clumsy increasing of accuracy when the number of features exceeded 20. On the contrary, ReliefF showed sustained growth, and its performance was more stable after the number of features exceeded 60. Based on the results of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , ReliefF was chosen as a predominant feature selector in the following experiments.
Evaluation of different classifiers
After the optimal feature selector determined, the performance of different classifiers was evaluated in this section. Table 6 depicted the mean classification accuracy of 10-fold crossvalidation obtained from five classifiers and their corresponding feature selectors. Here, the number of features was determined based on Fig. 2 . In order to decrease the consumption of CPU and memory, we chose as few features as possible in the condition of no significant improvement of accuracy. Table 6 revealed that the optimal performance with the highest accuracy was achieved by random forest classifier (RF) with 56 features selected by ReliefF. The superior performance of RF has been verified in many studies [20, 29] . Table 7 presented the confusion matrix of the optimal classification result. NREM-stage S4 was identified with the highest classification sensitivity of 93.3%. Wakefulness, REM and NREMstage S2 were correctly classified with a sensitivity above 80%, whereas, stage S3 was correctly classified with a sensitivity of 77.6%. Stage S3 was misclassified as its neighbor NREM stage S2 in 27.9% of the instances and misclassified as stage S4 in 11.6% instances. The least recognizable was stage S1 with a sensitivity of 66.3%. Stage S1 was considered as a transient state between wakefulness and "real" sleep. Stage S1 commonly accounted for about 5% of the total sleep duration of a healthy subject. Therefore, the consensus in scoring S1 among experts was quite obscure, compared with other stages [23] . The confusion matrix showed that 8.5% instances of stage S1 were misclassified as REM sleep, 28.6% as S2, and 17.8% as wakefulness. According to our interpretation, the low classification accuracy of stage S1 and stage S3 may also attribute to the imbalanced instances which consequently made the result inclined to the labels with greater numbers.
To demonstrate the performance of proposed methods, we compared the proposed algorithms with those from the other three studies. These algorithms were applied to the present dataset, as described in Section 2.1. The comparison results were shown in Table 8 , wherein the classification accuracy of 10-fold cross-validation was shown by the mean value along with the standard deviation in parentheses. As shown in Table 8 , the proposed methods, with ReliefF as a feature selector and RF as a classifier, generated the optimal performance in each signal fusion. However, the results generated by referred algorithms were less satisfactory than those reported in the cited studies. The divergence of results might be influenced by different datasets and limited instances. The number of instances in the present article is the least compared to those in the three references.
Comparison of different signals' fusions
Different fusions of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG signals were performed to clarify signals' contribution. Table 9 and Fig. 3 summarized the results of different signals' fusions. Table 9 presented the top twelve features from six different signals' fusions. These features were selected by ReliefF. Closer inspection of Table 9 showed that features extracted from EEG and EOG achieved a higher classification accuracy when compared with those from EMG and ECG signals. Meanwhile, the features, namely entropy, spectral edge, Petrosian fractal dimension and zero-crossings showed a crucial role in automatic sleep scoring. In addition, some traditional features named arithmetic mean, standard deviation and Hjorth parameters also showed good discrimination in single modality process. Fig. 3 showed the accuracy of different signals' fusions. EEG showed the outstanding contribution to sleep scoring. Furthermore, the addition of a few more characteristics from other modalities of signals would still be worth considering. The richness of signal modalities contributed to the increasing accuracy of sleep stages classification. According to the results shown in Fig. 3 , the fusion of two modalities PSG signals showed significant improvement in the accuracy. The addition of the third and the fourth modality of signal improved classification accuracy to some extent. No significant difference was found among signal types. The slight improvement, generated by the addition of the fourth signal, might attribute to information saturation. However, the definitive conclusion would require further investigations. Besides, the addition of signals and features was a challenge for feature selector so that a preeminent feature selector was requisite.
To further elucidate multi-modality signals' contributions to automatic sleep scoring, a feature selection process, for four modalities of signals (EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG), was performed to distinguish every pair of sleep stages. The top 15 features selected by ReliefF were shown in Table 10 , wherein features sorted in ascending order of discriminative capability. As can be seen from Table 10 , the features from EEG accounts for a large proportion. Meanwhile, the features from ECG signal showed its contribution to the distinguishing among W, S1 and R. For mutual-based features, coherence and mutual information between two signals performed well in the discrimination of S1-S2, S1-R and S3-S2. In term of EMG features, median amplitude (P: 95) and spectral entropy (P: 110) behaved well in distinguishing R stage from W and S1.
Discussion
In general, a sleep study records several kinds of signals. Taking full advantage of multi-modality signals is advisable to perform a comprehensive sleep assessment. Some studies have reported that features from multi-modality signals are beneficial to the improvement of scoring accuracy [29] . The effectiveness of multi-modality signals' fusion was illustrated in Fig. 3 , Table 8 and Table 10 . More specifically, EEG signals contain valuable and interpretable information resembling brain activities. The changes of rhythm waves (such as delta, theta, alpha, beta) reflect the alternation of sleep stages leading to the cyclic pattern of sleep [3, 7] . As demonstrated in Table 10 , EEG features contributed to the discrimination of most stages. The eyes movement, recorded by EOG, may be very frequent in stage W and REM while being rare during NREM stages [16] . Therefore, EOG features have good performance in differentiating NREM stages from stage W and REM. The stage W presents the highest muscular activity in contrast to REM stage which has the lowest EMG activity [16] . As a result, EMG features are good at distinguishing stage W and stage R. Heart rate decreases with less variability in NREM stages, while increases and becomes more unstable during REM sleep [19] . ECG features are useful for differentiating stage R and W from the others, as shown in Table 10 . With the deepening of sleep, the frequency of EEG signals attenuates gradually along with rare eye movements, low EMG activity and slow heart rate. There- fore, four modalities of PSG signals contribute to the discriminant of NREM stage (S1, S2, S3 and S4). Features extracted from the signals of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG can reveal sleep status from different aspects, which contributes greatly to a higher scoring accuracy in the identification of multi-modality signals.
The present study investigated 232 features (time-based, frequency-based, statistical and nonlinear features) coming from four modalities of PSG signals (EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG) to identify the most discriminative features fusion. The results point to the view that the optimal feature set can be reached by joint fusion of spectral measures (e.g. spectral edge), entropy measures (e.g. approximate entropy, spectral entropy, permutation entropy), fractal measures (e.g. Petrosian fractal dimension) and statistical time-domain features. The good performance of spectral edge has been reported in several studies [23, 30, 47] . In Fell and his colleagues' study [47] , it claimed that delta power and spectral edge were two clinically well established measures used for monitoring sleep cycles. Meanwhile, the time-domain feature named zerocrossings is crucial in automatic sleep scoring [23, 47, 48] . It has been observed that the zero-crossings, as a rough estimate of average frequency, decreases as sleep goes deeper [48] . Besides, the relative spectral power of theta wave with the frequency band of 4-8 Hz (P: 45) is also important for the automatic sleep scoring since it is a marker of sleep onset [23] .
It has been agreed that the classification of S1 is an enormous challenge for virtually every sleep scoring method. From the neurophysiological standpoint, S1 is a transition phase and a mixture of wakefulness and sleep, which is likely to result in the obscurity of neuronal oscillation between S2 and wakefulness (W). Besides, in the REM stage, the cortex generates 40-60 Hz gamma waves, which also occurs in the awake stage [49] . Due to the resemblance of wakefulness and REM, stage S1 is often misclassified as wakefulness or REM by both automatic sleep scoring and human technologist scorers [9] , as shown in Table 7 . Besides, the unbalanced instances also account for the poor classification accuracy of S1. The duration of each sleep stage varies. As a result, different stages may contain different numbers of epochs. Specifically, as described in Table 1 , the number of epochs in S1 and S3 is relatively smaller when compared with other stages. It can be seen that sleep data invariably suffer from the imbalance of instances. As a result, traditional classification models are inclined to classify instances into large groups [50] .
Conclusion
This study proposed an automatic sleep scoring method, which achieved an encouraging accuracy by employing multiple features from four modalities of polysomnography signals (EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG). In addition, different signals' fusions were investigated and the optimal features were highlighted by searching a large scale of features covering statistical characters, frequency characters, time-frequency characters, fractal characters, entropy characters and nonlinear characters. The present study concluded that the optimal feature set was a joint fusion of multiple characteristics and that the fusion of multi-modality PSG signals contributed to the increasing of classification accuracy. Furthermore, through comparing the performance of different selectors and classifiers, ReliefF and random forest classifier turned out to be reliable candidates for automatic sleep scoring.
